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My paintings are an outlet to tell stories and to present historical events in a new context. 
Romance, death, and persecution are all common motifs that are both timeless and 
topical. In my paintings, I am free to tell the story of my own sexual coming of age, 
examine queer relationships, celebrate sex positivity, and reflect on a darker and less-
known historical past in which queer people were regularly demonized or nonexistent. 
Many of the artists I draw inspiration from, such as Henry Darger and Aloïse Corbaz, 
also create fantastical environments while living on the fringes of societal norms or in 
complete isolation. As a gay man living in the United States in 2017, I no longer have to 
exist at the margins, although my perspective remains that of someone on the outside 
looking in.   
 
Darger, a gentle and well-mannered recluse, created his own utopian universe dominated 
by little girls, dragons, and voluptuous flowers that consume the landscape (fig. 1). 
Darger’s pictorial landscape was idealized but was often disrupted by cadre of villains 
whose only mission was to kidnap and murder the young girls of his fictional universe. 
From his one-bedroom apartment in Chicago, Darger used his illustrated novel to explore 
the topics of purity, loyalty, cruelty, and friendship.    
 
Similarly, Aloïse Corbaz created a world where curvy women dominate the picture plane, 
engaging in courting rituals and sex. Corbaz often depicts women—including herself—as 
the dominant subjects where all are free to romance and copulate with the czar of their 
dreams (fig. 2). In her fictional realm, Corbaz is free to explore her romantic and sexual 




 Working in isolation, Darger and Corbaz were able to create work that might not have 
been socially acceptable for their time. Due to their work’s atypical content and imagery 
regarding sexuality and desire, the nature of the work was too taboo for the general public 
to welcome. Because of their precarious histories, Darger was deemed a recluse and 
Corbaz was institutionalized. Relieved of societal constraints and notions of what was 
acceptable behavior, they were able explore their desires and depict topics that would 
have been perceived as objectionable by the general public.  
 
I occasionally take time to reflect on the fact that many of the artists I admire, like Darger 
and Corbaz, did not have the same luxury that I have in terms of social freedom. I am 
romantically present within my paintings and unabashedly wear my heart on my sleeve 
within the quixotic world that I have created. There, I can be carefree and unapologetic in 
telling stories about my own desire and lust.  
 
I have struggled to find a middle ground between revealing and concealing my own life 
in my work. In the beginning of my time at Hunter, my abstract paintings contained 
images of nude men. But secretly, behind layers of paint, the queer imagery was kept 
barely legible. I wanted to make paintings about gay men but didn't want my work to 
appear “too gay.” Because I was uncomfortable with making my personal experiences the 
subject of my paintings, I wasn’t connecting to the work in a meaningful way. If  I were 
not able to connect to my own paintings, how could I expect the viewer to do so? Only 
with time, experience, and privilege am I at a place where nothing needs to be concealed 




It was my father's passing that forced me to start over. I sat in my studio staring at an 
empty canvas wondering how to begin again. Having a physical and emotional void in 
my life gave me a new perspective in which to examine human presence.  The criticism I 
had been receiving for the past two years took on new meaning and his death catapulted 
me into this body of work that I plan to explore for years to come. 
 
His passing has helped me consider a question new to my work: “How can I make 
someone feel physically present when looking at my art?” Formerly, I had only used 
painting, drawing and collage to depict the bodily presence of people—all of which was 
literally and figuratively flat. How could those two-dimensional modes embody the 
physical presence of a being? 
 
I had once seen a seen a painting of a tiger made of discarded carpet by Thornton Dial 
(fig. 3). The tiger's body felt real. The body was lush and plump and was defined only by 
its silhouette. The tiger’s physicality in relationship to its materiality made new sense to 
me at a most critical time in my life. When looking at the painting, I could feel Thornton 
Dial’s hands forming the tiger’s body. I, too, needed to find a material that embodied fat, 
muscle, and flesh, one from which I could build a figure that had the feeling of human 
presence.  
 
Feeling an inherent need to form with my hands, I made mash from paper pulp and glue. 
As I held two large Ziploc bags filled with mushy white paste, it felt like the muscle or 
dense fat of a person's appendage. With this meaty batter, I began to form a corporeal 
manifestation of my father. Akin to Greek and Roman friezes, my sculptural relief rose 
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up from the surface of the canvas. After a couple hours, a lumpy figure roughly 
resembling a man with broad shoulders came into being. It didn’t look like my dad, yet it 
felt like him. It was humble, awkward, and leaned to one side (fig.4).  
 
As my hands ran over the irregular surface of the body I was forming, I felt connected to 
it as if it were a real person. For the first time, the process and material, which I 
employed, worked in harmony with my subject.  
 
The passing of my father allowed me to have a new understanding of process and 
materiality. It generated a shift in my art making practice that has driven me to explore 
figuration in a new context. It allowed me to experience the intimate process of sculpting 
a body. That intimate relationship with the material has brought me to my current body of 
work. In my quasi-fictional paintings, vibrant pink figures often tiptoe and prance around 
communal spaces while engaging in love, sex, fellowship, and even violence.  
 
Like a lot of outsider and folk art, there is a sense of storytelling in my work. These 
narratives allow us to digest information and experiences more easily. Storytelling also 
allows us to connect that information to emotions. In the drawings of Raynes Birkbeck 
(fig. 5), one can see scenes of older, heavy-set men holding hands, spooning, and 
engaging in sex. Similar to my work, these honest and affectionate depictions of the 
artist’s queer life tell the viewer about intimate experiences they would otherwise not 
have access to. These types of drawings and paintings give visibility to traditionally 




My work employs many other hallmarks of outsider art. Like the blue-figured paintings 
of Bill Traylor (fig. 6), my figuration has an immediate legibility and directness to it. The 
ornamental elements, as well as the floral and decorative patterning I use, often come 
from traditional cross-stitch and white-work embroidery patterns that come from early 
American craft.  
 
Starting from the surface up, silkscreened and hand-painted layers make up the 
foundation of the paintings. The ornamental backgrounds on which my paintings rest 
often resemble decorative wallpaper traditionally made through a silk-screening process. 
The extreme flatness of the printed surface gives the collage and sculptural elements of 
my paintings something to push away from, highlighting both the dimensionality and 
flatness of the painting. Reusable silk screens allow me to reprint elements, enabling me 
to use the same imagery in multiple paintings. These recurring elements help to connect 
the paintings to one another, while also building a lexicon for understanding my other 
paintings. Whereas, the images of butterflies and flowers represent people in some 
paintings, those same elements in “The Upstairs Lounge Fire of 1973” are meant to 
commemorate the tragic passing of those same individuals as the butterflies and flowers 
are consumed by fire (Fig. 7).  
 
Accompanying the allegorical figures are prominent dandy-like male figures that rise up 
from the canvas’ surface. Their pink bodies rest upon lacy backgrounds that have been 
silk-screened and hand painted while allegorical butterflies and doily shapes float around 
them. Their bodies, like my father's portrait, are made of thick paper pulp mixed with 
pigment and glue. As I massage these figures into being, their wiggly frames differ from 
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that of my father's stocky and ridged one. Their bodies mimic the phalluses that often 
accompany them. 
 
I choose to depict the figure as a simplified form because the outline of a person’s body is 
a universal symbol and can be easily read and understood across cultures and time. 
Harkening back to the most primitive illustrations of people, the pared-down depiction of 
a human drawn on cave wall or carved into stone (fig. 8) represents their (and our) 
existence—as if to say, “I am” or “I exist.”  To this day, artists like Joe Bradley and Kara 
Walker similarly use the outline of a human as a stand-in for the viewer, as well as the 
collective “we.” The simplified human form allows the viewers to project themselves into 
our paintings and reflect on their relationship relative to the other forms and narratives 
depicted. 
 
The supplemental hats and shoes that adorn my figures act as a way of orienting them in 
Western culture. Their accessories give them the appearance of being fine gentlemen, 
dandies, or Johns depending on their location and proximity to one another. What might 
be perceived as a “friendly hello” between characters in one painting becomes a more 
intimate relationship in the next. The ambiguity of the figures’ identities also speaks to 
the type of casual sexual relationships that I have with other queer men.  
 
A combination of viscerally sweet and palatable elements on the surfaces of my canvases 
produces a pleasing gestalt that allows for easy accessibility for the viewer. The unifying 
roseate palate and soft-crocheted forms are anything but threatening. The characters’ 
often-large crescent smiles invite the viewer to partake in fun, whether it’s a marriage 
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proposal, a flirty affair, or an orgy. The soft and friendly format of my paintings is 
intended to tell the stories of queer life both past and present.  
 
Within my paintings, I utilized three recurring symbols: butterflies, flowers, and the 
crocheted doily. Insects such as butterflies and flowers were commonly used in 16th- and 
17th-century Dutch painting as metaphors for sex organs, procreation, and gluttony. 
Butterflies paired with voluptuous depictions of anthropomorphic flowers take on a 
sexually symbolic meaning. Depictions of the butterfly’s proboscis penetrating the 
flower’s fleshy blooms were symbolic of love, lust, and romance. Similarly, the 
depictions of doilies in my paintings take on the form of abstracted flowers and orifices. 
The silhouette of a doyly is an inherently chaste symbol, but can appear less proper when 
placed in close proximity to an erection.  
 
My technique of sculpting a body is very intimate and connects me to my subject. This 
intimate process brought me to my current body of work and has allowed me to develop a 
personal process that links my subjectivity to my paintings. My interests, work and its 
materials, share the common theme of “otherness”—the inherent quality of being 
different. From the “outsider” artist to whom I feel akin to, to the sloppy and lumpy 
material I use to depict romance and love, I find myself drawn to honesty, sincerity, and 
the sense of something deeply felt. With those characteristics comes vulnerability and 
often rejection. But my own sense of otherness is what gives me the motivation to create 
in material form, color, and extreme texture. It is each of our unique perspectives that 













Fig.1 Henry Darger,  Everything is Allright Though Storm Continues. (double-sided), 

















































Fig.4 Christian Rogers, Portrait of My Father, 2016, Acrylic, plastic gems and paper 












































Fig. 7 Christian Rogers, The Upstairs Lounge Fire of 1973, 2017, Acrylic & paper pulp 




























I. Installation view, 2017 
II. Installation view, 2017 
III. Installation view, 2017 
IV. Installation view, 2017 
V. Christian Rogers, Still Life with Poppers, 2017, Acrylic & paper pulp on panel, 40 
X48 in. 
VI. Christian Rogers, First Date, 2017, Acrylic & paper pulp on canvas, 60 X48 in. 
VII. Christian Rogers, Still Life with Poppers II, 2017, Acrylic & paper pulp on panel, 
40 X48 in. 
VIII. Christian Rogers, Inferno, 2017, Acrylic & paper pulp on panel, 72 X 60 in. 
IX. Christian Rogers, The Upstairs Lounge Fire of 1973, 2017, Acrylic & paper pulp 
on panel, 72 X 60 in. 
X. Christian Rogers, Untitled (Welcome to My Dream), 2017, Acrylic & paper pulp 

































































V. Christian Rogers, Still Life with Poppers, 2017,  













VII. Christian Rogers, Still Life with Poppers II, 2017,  

























IX. Christian Rogers, The Upstairs Lounge Fire of 1973, 2017,  









X. Christian Rogers, Untitled (Welcome to My Dream), 2017,  
Acrylic & paper pulp on panel, 48 X 40 in. 
 
 
